Greetings biology folk,

It’s time for another edition of our monthly newsletter with all that’s happening and exciting in Amherst College Biology!

~~RECENT NEWS~~

• Congratulations to Prof Goodwin!!! Willa Catherine Krause was born on Friday March 1st. She weighed 7 lbs 12 oz, was 20 inches long, and reportedly has an adorable baby mullet for hair. Sarah and baby Willa are both doing great!

• Amherst Biology graduate, Ambika Kamath '11 was awarded a prestigious Young Investigator Award from the American Society of Naturalists: [https://www.amnat.org/announcements/ANNwinYIA.html](https://www.amnat.org/announcements/ANNwinYIA.html)

• Congratulations to thesis students Leah Kim (Biology; Jeong lab), Sophia Doerr (BCBP; Ragkousi lab), and Emily Flaherty (Chemistry; Purdy lab) who have been chosen as 3 Minute Thesis speakers for the Amherst College 3MT competition on April 25th!!! Good Luck to the three of them as they encapsulate their three semesters of thesis work into 180 seconds!

• Come see the intertwining of Biology and Art at a new joint exhibit by Professor Goutte and Resident Artist Betsey Garand at the Frost Library mezzanine; opening reception is March 19 at the CHI at 4:30 - 6:30 PM. [https://www.amherst.edu/news/calendar/node/737926](https://www.amherst.edu/news/calendar/node/737926)

Hope you all have a terrific March and stay tuned for another edition next month,

-the Biology Department

…have something Department-related to share in the next newsletter? Please email Joe Trapani